5TH ANNUAL

Saturday, November 17, 2018
In support of people living with HYPERINSULINISM

OUR MISSION
CHI is the leading organization dedicated to improving the lives of people
living with hyperinsulinism (HI). HI is a life-threatening disorder that
causes dangerously low blood sugar levels due to the over-production
of insulin. Prolonged or severe low blood sugar can cause seizures,
brain damage, and even death.
CHI supports research toward better treatments and a cure, tirelessly
advocates for timely diagnosis and improved standards of care, and
supports children living with HI every step of the way.
Thank you for partnering with us to prevent unnecessary brain damage
and death, search for better treatments, and improve the quality of life for
all HI patients.

FROM OUR 2018
SUGAR SOIRÉE
CHAIRMEN
Dear Friends,
We are so excited and grateful to see each and every one of you here
at the 5th Annual Sugar Soirée in support of Congenital Hyperinsulinism
International (CHI).
We would like to thank the Board of Directors for their ongoing support,
the Sugar Soirée Committee and Junior committee for their support of this
year’s event. We would also like to thank Julie Raskin and Jennifer Schmitt
for all that they do to make this organization work.
The Sugar Soirée is CHI’s biggest fundraiser of the year. Congenital hyperinsulinism (HI) is a serious, rare disease that can cause brain damage and
death. By being here tonight, you make it possible for CHI to continue its
important work of helping people with HI gain access to lifesaving medical
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Let’s dance, eat, drink and raise awareness and some money!
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Fondly,
Fondly,

Marc and Thaïs Stuart

Marc and Thaïs Stuart
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MASTER OF
CEREMONIES
MICHELLE MILLER
Michelle Miller is a pre-eminent American
journalist and is the co-host of “CBS This
Morning: Saturday.” Her work regularly appears
on the “CBS Evening News,” “CBS This
Morning” and “CBS Sunday Morning.”
Miller’s reporting has earned her several
prestigious journalism awards including an
Emmy, an Edward R. Murrow, an Alfred I.
duPont – Columbia Award winning team, a
Salute to Excellence Award from National
Association of Black Journalists and was
voted Woman of the Year by the National
Sports Foundation.
Michelle has covered many of the most important stories of our time
and has interviewed global leaders, politicians, artists and celebrities,
including President Bill Clinton, Oprah Winfrey, former Soviet Premier
Mikhail Gorbachev, Nobel Peace Prize winner Wangari Maathai,
Beyonce, John Goodman, Tony Bennett, James Earl Jones, Lenny
Kravitz, Carlos Santana, Denzel Washington and violinist Yo-Yo Ma.
In addition to her co-hosting and reporting duties, Michelle is a member
of the Board of Advisors at Hampton University’s Scripps Howard
School of Journalism and the Greater New York Chapter of the Links,
Inc. She is a founding member of the Women’s Leadership Initiative
for the United Way of New Orleans and has served on the March of
Dimes National Communications Advisory Council.
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It is such a pleasure and honor to know and work with this year’s Be My Sugar
honorees.
In 1998, the Hyperins Online Forum came into being. It was a new and miraculous way for mothers and fathers doing daily battle with HI to raise their
children with the support from other families from around the world. Each
day caring for a baby or small child with hyperinsulinism is another day filled
with the challenge of getting the balance just right so that these children
can grow and prosper.
Isabel Calderón from the province of Quebec in Canada was one of the
earliest members. She was raising Catherine who was just about 5 years
old at the time and born with HI. Isabel became one of the most active and
helpful members of the group.
Isabel went on to become a founding member of the CHI Board of Directors,
its Vice President since 2010, and has been an invaluable CHI crusader. She
created the first patient-reported database, which was the precursor to the HI
Global Registry, collecting information from parents of children with HI to better
understand the condition and its progression. The database was a very important resource for the patient community and some researchers. Today, Isabel is the Vice Chair of the HI Global Registry Steering Committee and a key
research investigator on the project, a global patient-powered global natural
history study that will lead to a better understanding of HI. She has spent years
giving this project her all, to ensure that it is a tremendous resource for patients
and clinicians and industry partners developing new treatments.
In addition to her research work, Isabel is a fierce advocate of parents raising
children with HI in difficult circumstances. She helps families get the necessary
treatment for their children to thrive.
It is a great honor to award Lisa States, MD, the Be My Sugar Award for Medical
Excellence. Lisa is a pediatric radiologist at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP). She has additional expertise in nuclear medicine. Dr.
Scott Adzick, the Chief Surgeon at CHOP, performs the surgery and likes to
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Julie Raskin
Executive Director
Congenital Hyperinsulinism
Hyperinsulinism International
International
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FROM CHI

The CHI Board of Directors and
staff congratulate and thank the
2018 Sugar Soirée Committee,
led by the wonderful Chairmen
Thaïs and Marc Stuart. They have
made this a truly memorable and
successful event. They have shared
their time, energy and talents to
make this the #SweetestGala ever!
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TONIGHT’S HONOREES
ISABEL CALDERÓN
Isabel Calderón will receive the CHI Be My Sugar
Award for Patient-Powered Research. Isabel, the
mother of a young woman born with HI, created the
very first data patient project of HI many years ago.
Today, she is a key member of the investigative team
of the HI Global Registry, sponsored by CHI with
many global partners. The HI Global Registry will
generate new insights into HI, drive new research
for treatments and cures, and support the success
of clinical trials.

DR. LISA STATES
Dr. Lisa States, Pediatric Radiologist at the Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia. Dr. States will receive the
CHI Be My Sugar Award for Medical Excellence for
her work on the FDOPA PET/CT study, integral to
the cure many have received through life-changing
surgery.

THÄIS AND MARC STUART
Thaïs and Marc Stuart will receive the Be My Sugar
Award for Courage for their extreme altruism and
generosity in the face of loss. They are talented
volunteers who have given their hearts and souls
to the CHI Community.
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SPONSORS
PLATINUM SPONSOR
Rezolute

VIP GUESTS
Dr. Charles and Christian Stanley

GOLD SPONSORS
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Childrens Surgical Associates, LTD
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Congenital Hyperinsulinism Center
Zealand Pharma

PATRONS
Kristen Carlberg and Peter Wagner
Julie Raskin and Mark Gross
Barbara and Bob Rohrlich
Karen and Jeffrey Tanenbaum

SILVER SPONSORS
Cook Children’s
Crinetics Pharmaceuticals
Xeris Pharmaceuticals
BRONZE SPONSORS
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Radiology Associates
Turnbridge Equities
TABLE SPONSORS
Davelyn and Bret Hood
Alice and Ron Stuart (2)
SCREEN SPONSORS
Biosport Technologies
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DECADES OF
HYPERINSULINISM
BREAKTHROUGHS.
For more than 50 years, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
has been on the forefront of discoveries that improved
diagnosis and treatment of HI. Our Congenital Hyperinsulinism
Center relentlessly pursues our ultimate goal: a cure.
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*OVVZL*VVR*OPSKYLU»Z
Choose Cook Children’s
/`WLYPUZ\SPUPZT*LU[LY!
Hyperinsulinism Center:
;OL/0NOLZ[SL]LSVMJHYL
The HIghest level of care

cookchildrenshyperinsulinism.org
cookchildrenshyperinsulinism.org
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Unlocking the Potential
of Glucagon
Xeris is a trademark of Xeris Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
©2018 Xeris Pharmaceuticals, Inc. All rights reserved. MA18009 11/18
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Olive Yoon Stuart
4.26.17 - 9.13.17

*OVVZL*VVR*OPSKYLU»Z
/`WLYPUZ\SPUPZT*LU[LY!
;OL/0NOLZ[SL]LSVMJHYL

[i carry your heart with me (i carry it in]
cookchildrenshyperinsulinism.org
BY E. E. CUMMINGS
i carry your heart with me (i carry it in
my heart) i am never without it (anywhere
i go you go,my dear; and whatever is done
by only me is your doing, my darling)
i fear
no fate (for you are my fate, my sweet) i want
no world (for beautiful you are my world, my true)
and it’s you are whatever a moon has always meant
and whatever a sun will always sing is you
here is the deepest secret nobody knows

Unlocking
the Potential
(here is the root of the root and the bud of the bud
and the sky of the sky of a tree called life; which grows
of Glucagon
higher than soul can hope or mind can hide)
and this is the wonder that’s keeping the stars apart

Xeris is a trademark of Xeris Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
©2018 Xeris Pharmaceuticals, Inc. All rights reserved. MA18009 11/18

i carry your heart (i carry it in my heart)
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THANK YOU
We greatly appreciate the generous contributions of all who have
purchased tickets or donated to the event. We extend an enormous
thank you to the Chairmen and Sugar Soirée Committee Members
who made this event possible.
CHAIRMEN
Thaïs and Marc Stuart
HOST
Michelle Miller
BENEFIT COMMITTEE
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Dr. N. Scott Adzick

Dana and Tim McCabe

Jessica Aronoff

Ricci Mace and Dr. Paul Thornton

Sheila Bose and Rohit Kaul

Kristi and Robert Mahoney

Kristy and Paul Burns

Franca and Chris Mascia

Isabel Calderón

Julie Raskin and Mark Gross

Kristen Carlberg and Peter Wagner

Amber Ross and Eric Scott Ross

Dr. Diva De León-Crutchlow

Jennifer and Jim Schmitt

Alex and Dan Fallon

Julie and Leighton Sheldon

Heather and Jeff Fish

Mason Smith and Gordon Green

Kerri Glassman

Chris and Dr. Charles A. Stanley

Katherine Goldsmith

Alice and Ronald Stuart

Drs. Davelyn and Bret Hood

Joan Stuart

Mary and Matthew Hopkins

Carla Tamer

Turaya Bryant Kamau
and Nicholas Kamau

Pam and John Williams

MORE KUDOS
Thank you to the following people, organizations, and companies
for making this year’s Sugar Soirée stupendous:
John Canevari and The Blue Olive Shop
Alex Fallon and The Prendel Company
Turaya Kamau
Patricia Kilbride
Frank Soriano and House of Flowers
Legends of Summer
Valrhona
We’re very grateful to have such an active and enthusiastic group
of young people supporting our cause.
JUNIOR COMMITTEE
Hannah Albertine
Alex Goldstein
Phillip Gomez
Ryan Hiatt
Emma Hinchliffe
Patricia Kilbride
Elizabeth Kölln
Elif Mamak
Grace O’Grady
Amy Patterson
Janna Pelle
Ben Raskin-Gross
Hannah Raskin-Gross
Kim Rogers
Madeline Schmitt
Jordan Siff
Divya Talwar
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SCIENTIFIC ADVISORS
Dr. Lydia Aguilar-Bryan
Pacific Northwest Diabetes Research Institute, Seattle, Washington, US
Dr. Jean-Baptiste Arnoux
Necker Children’s Hospital, Paris, France
Dr. Indi Banerjee
University of Manchester, Manchester, UK
Dr. Oliver Blankenstein
Charite Hospital, Berlin, Germany
Dr. Henrik Christesen
Odense University Hospital, Odense, Denmark
Dr. Louise Conwell
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia
Dr. Diva De León-Crutchlow
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, US
Dr. Pascale De Lonlay
Necker Children’s Hospital, Paris, France
Dr. Mark Dunne
University of Manchester, Manchester, UK
Dr. Sian Ellard
University of Exeter Medical School, Exeter, UK
Dr. Morey Haymond
Texas Children’s Hospital, Houston, Texas, US
Dr. Khalid Hussain
Sidra Medical and Research Center, Doha, Qatar
Dr. Klaus Mohnike
Otto von Guericke University, Magdeburg, Germany
Dr. Andrew Palladino
Pfizer, New York, New York, US
Dr. Pratik Shah
Great Ormond Street Hospital, London, UK
Dr. Mark Sperling
Mount Sinai Hospital, New York, NY, US
Dr. Charles A. Stanley
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, US
Dr. Paul Thornton
Cook Children’s, Fort Worth, Texas, US
Dr. David Zangen
Hadassah Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel
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#sayhitoHI
#WeHaveHIHopes
#StopTheLows
#BeMySugar
#RaringToGoForCHI
#SugarSoiree2018
#SweetestCause

Congenital Hyperinsulinism International
P.O. Box 135, Glen Ridge, NJ 07028
973.544.8372
www.congenitalhi.org
Questions? Please contact jraskin@congenitalhi.org

Congenital
Hyperinsulinism
International

